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INTRODUCTION | Discourses of diversity

“The UAE is devoted to upholding and reinforcing values of
cultural diversity as a tribute to the development, progress, and
richness of the cultural, social, and economic scene in the
country, where about 200 different nationalities of various
cultures, knowledge, languages, and religions live.”

Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister of Tolerance 
and Coexistence (التسامح والتعايش), on the occasion of the World 
Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development (May 
21, 2019).

Sources: 
https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/About/GovernmentInitiatives/Pages/uae-year-of-tolerance.aspx
https://www.expo2020dubai.com/en/news/20190425-all-countries-invited

https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/About/GovernmentInitiatives/Pages/uae-year-of-tolerance.aspx
https://www.expo2020dubai.com/en/news/20190425-all-countries-invited


INTRODUCTION | A structural plurality

Acquisition of UAE nationality

• Mainly by patrilineal descent (children of an Emirati 
father)

• Provisions for naturalization exist in the law but rare in 
practice

• 2011: children of an Emirati mother and foreign father 
can apply for nationality at 18

• 2021: certain categories (investors, doctors, scientists, 
individuals with creative talent) can be nominated to 
become citizens



INTRODUCTION | Negotiating urban diversity: Insights from Abu Dhabi

Diversity in, with, by the city

• How does the city both produce and challenge 
social and national hierarchies?

• How do people make use of urban space to 
assert or shift their positionalities?

Arab youth of Abu Dhabi

• Both citizens (Emiratis) and non-citizens 
(Palestinians, Jordanians, Syrians, Yemenis, 
Egyptians, Lebanese, Iraqis)

• 18 to 30 years old

• All grew up in Abu Dhabi



INTRODUCTION | Negotiating urban diversity: Insights from Abu Dhabi

Challenging models of migration & urbanity

• Formal incorporation often seen as the end goal

• Migrants are supposed to assimilate into a majority 
national community

• The city is seen either as the site of assimilation 
(Chicago School) or a more immediate / accessible 
membership (Kasinitz et al., 2004)

But:

• Migrants “make” the city, both for themselves and 
citizens (Çağlar & Glick Schiller, 2018)

• What forms of belonging and membership take 
place in an urban society where foreigners are the 
majority?



THE MAKING OF URBAN DIVERSITY | Segregated developments



THE MAKING OF URBAN DIVERSITY | Regimes of visibility in public spaces



APPROPRIATING URBAN DIVERSITY | Anonymity and interstices



APPROPRIATING URBAN DIVERSITY | Growing up in Abu Dhabi

Left: 'Mise en Abyme' by Ali Al Hosani in the exhibition “Khaleejiness” (Manarat al-Saadiyat; photo by L. Assaf); Right: Announcement for the exhibition Zemmana
on Manarat al-Saadiyat’s Instagram page. Source: https://www.instagram.com/p/CYZb44YvHJp


